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Writing, in its basic form, is either clear and understandable, or unclear and 

confusing. If there's one benchmark all writers should strive for, it's clarity. Without clear 

writing, all that exists is a dark, thick soup of words and sentences—a puddle of hidden 

messages.  

 

Clarity ranks as king when it comes to effective written communication. Crafting clear, 

intelligent sentences takes time, practice, and repetition. Fiddling with a sentence—or even a 

word—is an important step in the writing process. Too often, however, a lot of writing 

seems hurried, which leads to confusion, and misunderstanding.  

 

The Internet, particular, is crowded with examples of muddy writing. Maybe it's me, 

but I've been to dozens of sites, but leave rather quickly because I can't figure out the core 

message. And, like most readers, I don't want to have to study the copy to make sense of it.  

 

The key to effective communication is to write leaner, less stuffy, and more concise. 

This is especially important when writing any kind of sales-oriented copy—whether you're 

selling a book, an idea, a consulting service, or any kind of tangible product. 

 

Depending on whose advice you follow, writing a sales letter can involve anywhere 

from between seven and 17 strategic sections. But sales letter writers stand in universal 

agreement that the sentence represents the workhorse of the process because it carries and 

delivers the key parts of your message. Here are 14 tips of crafting effective sentences: 



 

1. Effective sentences are distinguished by several characteristics. They are short, 

punchy, and uncomplicated. They deliver visual impact; in other words, paint a work 

picture.  

 

2. Promise a benefit. Advertising legend John Caples described a "double-barreled" 

sentence as one that identifies a product feature, and then tells the advantage of that 

feature. He says they're double-barreled because they fire twice, "doubling the 

chances of hitting the target." (How to Make Your Advertising Make Money. Prentice 

Hall, Sept. 1983) http://amzn.to/VUGrWW 

 

3. Write in an active voice. Strengthen your sentences by writing in the active voice, 

where the subject of the sentence performs the action expressed by the verb. The 

Purdue Online Writing Lab provides example of active versus passive voice. 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/539/1/ 

 

4. Avoid the Sparkler Effec t . I see lots of sales letters—online and offline—that try 

to demand attention. These writers tend to incorporate yellow highlighter, LARGE, 

colorful fonts, a lot of underlining or boldfacing, and, in some cases, literal use of 

UPPERCASE. It screams: READ ME!!!! Although these devices are aimed at 

capturing and maintaining attention, they often serve only as a distraction. Readers 

get turned off when letter writers go overboard with these gimmicks. The effect is a 

little like a sparkler that produces a brilliant shower of sparks in the beginning, then 

fizzles and burns out. Exaggeration is not communication. 

 



 

5. Focus on a Single Idea. If there is a golden rule of writing sentences, it probably is 

this: Express only one idea per sentence .  Some pros say that two closely-related 

ideas are valid. It’s your choice. But, base your decision on what you believe is the 

best way to communicate your idea. Above all, think clarity. Craft each sentence so it 

provides the reader a reason to continue reading. This is a way to build trust and, at 

the same time, create a partnership with the reader. 

 

6.  Write for an Audience of One. Focus on one individual. At least in your mind’s 

eye. Avoid writing for the masses. Think of someone in particular, and write as if 

you’re sitting across from her. Be careful with so-called conversational writing, however. 

Often, our conversations are filled with needless words. A sentence is no place for 

wasted word power.  

 

7. Eliminate the word that . In most cases, you’ll find eliminating this word will make 

your sentence more powerful. As an example, the original sentence:  “Here are the 

key metrics that web analysts measure” is stronger by writing it this way: “Here are 

the key metrics web analysts measure.” 

 

8. Avoid future tense unless it’s needed. Original: “Optimizing your Website will 

increase traffic.” Better: “Optimizing your Website increases traffic.” 

 

9. Don’t capitalize words to emphasize their importance. Original: “It is the policy 

of the Company to provide up to 10 paid Sick Days.” Better: “It is the policy of the 

company to provide up to 10 paid sick days.” 

 



 

10. Say what's needed in the fewest words possible.  Original: “He was driving at an 

excessive rate of speed.” Better: “He was driving too fast.” 

 

11. Avoid dangling modifiers. Wrong: “As a policyholder, I want you to know that 

you can reduce your premiums by 50% this year.” Correct: “As a policyholder, you 

can reduce your premiums by 50% this year.” 

 

12. Keep your sentences lean. The average sentence length should run between 15 and 

20 words. But, it’s even better to vary the length of the sentences to retain reader’s 

attention. 

 

13. Make the copy readable. In other words, make it easy for readers by including 

bullet points, subheadings, short paragraphs and summaries, if possible. These 

devices help readers skim the copy and stay interested. 

 

14. Proofread your copy. Let me repeat this: Proofread your copy. It’s important to 

evaluate your copy for grammatical errors, misspellings, and overall sense and 

readability. 

 

Keep these tips in mind the next time you attempt to develop sales copy. Results-oriented 

sales communication requires concise and effective copywriting. 
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